
Birthright and Legacy Prayer and 
Revocation for Right Relationship with My 
Ancestors 
 

In this moment of continuous now, as this sovereign being , I acknowledge with gratitude that 
because of my own soul interaction and choices in the seen and unseen world , the patterns of 
connection and interconnectivity of my soul family and the weave of manifestation of my dna 
bloodline human ancestors upon this earth, and the support of our non human ancestors like 
animals and elementals, that I have beautifully manifested with exquisite timing into my divine 
place on earth in this time space equation as a magnificent dna soul connected being carrying all 
those potentials that have been honed and gathered as all these ancestors experienced manifested 
life here.  
 
From my heart I acknowledge with wonderment and appreciation that they lived, toiled, wept, 
suffered yet they healed, sung, danced and laughed. And they learned the lessons they could of 
life on Earth. The ever increasing sum total of their experiences covers the full spectrum that 
living on earth brings. For that is why they came. Their relevance is as potent today as when they 
lived on earth. And their experiences are our gifts. 
 
With a heart of of joy and gratitude I step forward and claim my birthright and legacy to these 
gifts. I accept that Torch of Eldership passed from soul to soul from lineage to lineage , from 
generation to generation. From the very first ancestor who dreamed us all into existence. I open 
my heart, I open my superluminal pathways, I open my frequency to fully accept all these gifts 
and blessings. All the victories, the teachings, the love, the knowledge that is my birthright and 
legacy to claim. For I am them and they are me. Intertwined, inter woven through time and no 
time. A Unity of colours that flows and creates the right relationship between the unseen and 
seen worlds. And for those unhealed ancestors I claim my birthright and legacy to work in right 
relationship with the healed, well ancestors to clear all the harmful patterns, through my great 
work of self healing. Through right words, joy and dance to transform the pattern into a teaching 
of what is possible when we all work together in the seen and unseen to outcreate and transmute 
these patterns.  
 
We share dna in the bloodlines and soul connection in the soul families and where these combine 
we have even more potency. I now claim my birthright and legacy to have my soul family as my 
dna lineage , as my friends as my one degree of separation. For this has been lost throughout 
history as the teachings of the indigenous have been overwritten with the global narrative of 
deceit. I claim all those prayers, poems , stories , all the lost teachings, all the wisdom from our 
elders, all the rituals and ceremonies, all the elemental connections, all that was good and true 
and beautiful that was handed down generation after generation until technology and television, 
media and global narrative reduced them to ridicule and mythology, to fantasy and supposed 



untruths. And I revoke any part of the global narrative and media that ignores , deletes and 
misrepresents this natural flow of wisdom of living on earth . For these ancient truths are the 
natural flow of the universe through us all and no system mispresentation and manipulation, no 
unwell unsovereign ancestor , no aspect of fraud time can prevent this natural flow for it is 
supported by universal energies and carries the full force and potency of millions of healed 
ancestors creating the divine law of one. It’s unstoppable. It flows whether we accept it or not. I 
allow, I accept with gratitude this full flow as unfettered unadulterated legacy so I may be the 
medicine this world needs.  
 
Aho 
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